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Phase 1
- Evaluation of Smart Sustainable City’s Profile for the city of Grodno;
- Capacity building events to explain existing innovative methods of financing city projects;
- Mapping of potential investors.

Phase 2
- Share key findings of the evaluation with the city of Grodno, agree on priorities and focus areas;
- Identify 2 focus projects for the city;
- Organize workshop with investors.

Objectives:
(1) Prepare Smart Sustainable City profile for Grodno based on KPI evaluation;
(2) Identify two projects for investments which will drive forward advancement of Grodno as a Smart and Sustainable City.
Detailed planning

**Development of SSC Profile For Grodno**
- Explaining KPI Methodology
- Bi-lateral Meetings on data collection
- Collection of the data for SSC evaluation
- Development of SSC Profile of Grodno
- Sharing first results and recommendations
- Workshop in Grodno to present findings

**Innovative Financing**
- Present existing innovative methods of financing
- Explain Project Pipeline template
- Get feedback on local investing landscape
- Mapping potential investors
- Formulating the pipeline of projects
- Workshop in Grodno with investors
- Define the 2 projects for financing with preliminary commitment from investors
- Develop detailed project documentation
- Prepare case studies for regional workshop
- Present 2 projects and lessons learned in Regional workshop
For Grodno:

• Deepening of evaluation / recommendations on key selected areas
• Support / policy advice and recommendation for new projects and policy implementation

Other ideas for cooperation:

• Support in further implementation of Country Profile Recommendations
• “Smart Nation – Belarus”: idea to expand SSC evaluation and Innovative Financing of SSC Projects to more cities in Belarus

More ideas – welcome 😊
QUESTIONS?
Thank you!